
General Summary of Foundational TPM Principles 

Principles of Emotion 

A) Our present situation is rarely the true cause of our ongoing emotional pain. It is easier 

to blame what we feel on other people and our surroundings than owning and being responsible 

for it ourselves. However, emotional pain in day-to-day life is seldom solely caused by what is 

happening in the present situation. Instead, our circumstances stir up our current painful lie-

based thinking and false beliefs which we learned experientially through life experience. These 

beliefs produce the painful emotions which surface in our current situation. Our emotional state 

is determined by what we believe to be true. If something feels true, then I experientially believe 

it to be true. I felt what I felt because of what I initially believed, but I feel what I feel because of 

what I have continued to believe and still believe. 

B) Emotion was created by God and therefore is good even if it feels bad. Emotion is good 

because: feelings are important indicators of our true beliefs. We will feel whatever we 

experientially believe. Emotions indicate what we experientially believe, regardless of whether 

the belief is based in truth or deception. If we experientially believe the truth that we are loved 

by God, we will feel loved by God. If we believe that He will supply for our needs, we will feel 

secure and at peace. However, the reverse is also true. If we experientially believe a lie, our 

emotions will be the same as if it were true. b) Painful emotion is a primary warning system that 

indicates that something is wrong. As with physical pain, when our lie-based pain is triggered, 

we must learn to respond appropriately rather than look for ways to mask it or blame others. c) 

Since emotion is produced by our experiential belief it can be used to help us identify what we 

believe. It is also associated with the memory where we initially embraced the belief. 

Principles of Memory 

A) Everything that we feel, think, and believe originated somewhere in the past within the 

context of our life experience. As important as memory is, it is not the source of our emotional 

pain. It is merely a container of information we recorded at the time of the event. The pain we 

may feel when we look at a memory is coming from our current lie-based core belief We do not 

feel bad today because of what happened to us, but because we currently believe something that 

is producing the pain. Traumatic memory only feels traumatic because of what we currently 

believe. In the same way that we are interpreting our present situation from our current lie-based 

core belief, we interpret our past. When what we currently and experientially believe reflects the 

truth, we will interpret the present and the past from this truth and our emotions will match the 

truth as opposed to a lie. The memory is not the source of our pain because we feel whatever we 

experientially believe. So, even a person with a relatively uneventful past can, and does, harbor 

lie-based beliefs which produce painful emotion. 

B) Memory provides the context for discovering the reason I believe what I currently 

believe. Memory helps answer the "Why" question; "Why I feel what I feel, and thus, why I 

believe what I believe?" Without the memory -the initial context in which I came to believe the 

lie we believe- we are limited to the present for interpreting why we believe what we believe. 

Nonetheless, this is exactly what we tend o do as we blame others and our situation for what we 



feel. We do not need to go look for memory in this prayer process. Our minds were designed by 

God to associate the current lie-based emotion back to the associated memory where we have felt 

this way before. If a person focuses on what he is feeling and no memory comes to mind, it is not 

because the God designed mental system of association is not working, but only because he 

believes something contrary to being willing to remember. 

  

Principle of Belief 

A) We can know something in two different ways; intellectually and experientially. 

Intellectual knowledge is that which I believe to be true based upon someone else's testimony or 

through a passive educational experience such as reading, sermons, memorizing Scripture. It is 

"truth" that I acquired through assimilating knowledge intellectually, but not by way of 

experience. For example, I can know all about Paris, France, without having ever being there. 

Therefore what I know about Paris is knowledge about it, but not experience with it. Whereas, 

experiential knowing is based upon what I have personally experienced. I have seen it, touched 

it, tasted it, smelled it, and handled it experientially and therefore know it is the "truth" -even if it 

may actually be untrue. What I know intellectually can be challenged and even dissuaded with 

new information. However, experiential knowing cannot be dissuaded by others input or even 

my own. My experience feels true because I know it personally and experientially. Intellectual 

knowledge will never override or dissuade what I have learned experientially. So unlike 

intellectual belief, when I know the truth experientially, I cannot be talked out of it. No matter 

how hard you may try to convince me otherwise, I will continue to believe what I have 

experienced. The only one who can change what I experientially to be the truth is the Holy 

Spirit. The Holy Spirit can provide me with new experience. 

B) There are two basic types of experiential knowing; state of being and self-identity. These 

two types of experiential knowing are referred to as core belief. Core belief is the foundational 

belief that we learned and hold experientially to be true. These core beliefs are the source of our 

emotional status at any given moment. They are how we interpret each new life experience. 

"State of Being" beliefs define the situation in which I believe I am in (in danger, alone, trapped, 

out of control, helpless, powerless, etc), while "Self-identity" beliefs define who and what I 

believe I am (worthless, a defect, unlovable, valueless, bad, etc.). 

State of Being beliefs can produce irrational emotions that seem to make no logical sense. For 

example, if I feel claustrophobic whenever I enter an elevator, no rational reason exists for me to 

be afraid, and yet I still have a panic attack when the doors close. If the elevator triggers a core 

belief learned in a childhood experience where I was stuffed into a closet, I will begin to feel as 

though "I cannot breath," "I am trapped," or "I am powerless." This experiential belief will 

override my logical and intellectual belief that I am presently safe in the elevator and I will feel 

what the experiential belief dictates me to feel. 

A Self-identity belief can cause me to become a workaholic type "A" personality as I try to prove 

that I have value and worth. Even my attempt to prove wrong the lie-based core belief, "I am 

worthless" even my attempts themselves is motivated by the fact that I believe it. So even if I 



become a high performer and am found "worth-ful" by others, I will still feel worthless. These 

lie-based core beliefs shape and direct much of how we feel and, in turn, the choices we make on 

a daily basis. 

  

C) I can hold two or more opposing beliefs at the same time. What we believe intellectually 

can be in polar opposition to what we believe experientially. I can intellectually believe the Bible 

verse that says, "My God shall supply all your needs..." (Phil 4:12) while living in constant fear 

and worry over how I am going to pay my bills (experiential). Experiential knowledge produces 

the anxiety, fear and worry that is in contrast to the intellectual assent we give to the Bible verse. 

James the apostle called this condition being "double-minded. “Having two minds in opposition. 

I believe God's word is true and yet feel emotion that is contrary to this belief. James says that 

this person is like a "wave of the sea driven and tossed by the wind... a double-minded man who 

is unstable in all of his ways..." In this place we may know the truth intellectually, but yet have 

great difficulty making it feel true. When our feelings do not match the truth that God has given, 

we are holding an experiential belief that runs contrary. The answer is not trying harder to 

believe, or denying what we feel, but rather taking ownership for our lie-based core belief and 

looking to God for His perspective. 

D) We interpret life through what we experientially believe even though we profess the 

truth we hold intellectually. How we interpret life, as it happens around us, is dependent upon 

what we experientially believe to be true. Our experiential belief dictates our perception and 

perspective of the world around us, our view of others, our self-image, etc. We want to believe 

the biblical truth that we have memorized but what we know experientially holds more power 

and influence. This is why we sometimes say, "I know I shouldn't feel this way but I do." In 

other words, "I know what the Bible says is true, but what feels to be true is something else." "I 

know that God loves me (intellectual knowing), but I feel like He has abandoned me, is mad at 

me, doesn't listen to me, doesn't care, etc." (experiential knowing). 

E) If we experientially believe a lie the consequences will be much the same as if it were 

true. Even if what we experientially believe is false, it will have much the same effect as if it 

were true due to the emotional consequences and choices we will make. 

For example, a commonly reported emotional response that a survivor of childhood sexual abuse 

might experience is a negative reaction to sexual intimacy with their spouse. Even though the 

person can rationally and logically differentiate between their spouse and their childhood abuser, 

sexual intimacy still may feel dirty, fearful and out of control. The beliefs that was attained in 

this early childhood experience, "I am trapped, cannot make it stop, am dirty, shameful, tainted, 

etc." became and remains the current belief and has the potential for producing the same 

consequence as though they were true. 

  

F) Our interpretation, emotional status, and motivation can all cause problems for us, but 

they are not the real problem. Solving these will not have any impact on what we believe and 



only provide a temporary solution. All of these "problems" are merely symptoms of deeper root 

causes; belief. They are indicators/warning signs that can alert you to the problem. It is crucial 

that we know how to appropriately respond to these indicators. Because lie-based core belief is 

the source of the problem, purifying our core-belief belief should be our goal. 

G) We are in emotional bondage due to two basic factors; belief and choice. Belief and 

choice are foundational to everything we do. The beliefs we learn through experience tend to be 

much more influential in decision making than what we passively learn through study or 

instruction. Facts and figures are helpful but not as influential as belief that produce emotion. 

How we feel in any given moment has great influence in the choices and decisions we make. 

While life happens around us, our minds automatically and instantaneously search through our 

reservoir of experientially learned core beliefs to interpret our current circumstance. When the 

mind selects the core belief that best fits or matches the situation, we automatically feel the 

emotion that corresponds with that particular belief. We tend to make initial choices out of this 

emotionally charged state. We can choose to behave contrarily to the emotion we feel, but not 

without internal conflict. 

H) To be free of the lies we believe, we must own them rather than deny them. Our natural 

inclination is to deny that we believe lies and bury the pain that those beliefs produce. However, 

freedom requires honestly acknowledging our emotional pain and taking responsibility for our 

own mind renewal journey. Genuine freedom cannot be experienced unless we willingly choose 

to acknowledge our pain, identify the beliefs that produce the pain, and offer those beliefs to God 

in order to receive His truth. 

Principles of Truth 

A) "Truth is truth" whether it feels true or not. What we feel is not an indication of the truth 

since we will feel whatever we believe, whether it is the truth or not. The truth of God is true 

reality even if it does not match our perceived reality. When our perceived reality is contrary to 

God's truth and reality then something is wrong. The solution is not try to work harder at 

believing, but rather to identify what we believe that is in conflict with what God has said to be 

true and then receive from Him His perspective. 

B) Most people already know the truth intellectually, but struggle with "double-

mindedness" because their experiential belief is contrary to that truth. People do not 

generally need new truth in a ministry session, but rather need the Holy spirit to experientially 

renew their mind with experiential truth. They may already intellectually know that they are 

loved by God, but need to "hear" him experientially say "I love you." 

  

C) People receive truth in many different ways. Everyone is unique and yet similar. Some 

people receive truth from the Spirit visually through word pictures, some report hearing an inner 

audible message, while others neither see nor hear anything, but simply notice an inner shift in 

their thinking. They sometimes describe this as a realization of the truth. Their lie-based belief 

that had felt true a moment before, now no longer feels true. 



D) Peace follows truth. The absence of peace is the indication of a lie. The apostle Paul said it 

clearly, "May the Lord of peace, Himself, grant you peace in every circumstance." 2 Thess 3:16 

If we do not have peace in our circumstance then we need to ask, "why not?" 

Principles of Transformation 

A) Transformation is a work of the Holy Spirit illuminating the truth we typically already 

know intellectually, resulting in it becoming experientially known. The New Testament 

Greek word for "transformed" is metamorphoo. This word denotes change as an outcome of 

external or internal forces, like the metamorphosis that occurs when a caterpillar is transformed 

into a butterfly. The butterfly is a new creation and does not need to work to maintain its 

transformation. Transformation is not accomplished by merely accumulating intellectual 

knowledge. Accumulating knowledge will make one smarter, but does not transform the mind. 

Romans 12:2 states "be transformed by the renewing of your minds." This indicates that 

transformation is a by-product of having the mind renewed. 

B) Transformation is the outcome of genuine mind renewal that does not require any effort 

to maintain it. As has already been stated, true transformation is God achieved and God 

sustained and requires no effort on our part to attain it or live it out. It requires no more effort to 

live out the truth than it does to live out the lies we believe. When I know the truth 

experientially, I will be renewed and I live spontaneously different from that point forward as it 

relates to that specific change in my thinking. Mind renewal is a work of God in the same 

fashion as the salvation of my soul. I can't renew my mind any more than I can restore my heart. 

C) The cross of Jesus changed my heart, but did not change my thinking. When we become 

Christians, we need a spiritual transformation -like we have had in our hearts, to occur in our 

minds. Transformation of the mind is necessary in order to walk in the victory that is promised 

and has already granted in our inner man. Although we have become the "righteousness and 

holiness of God" in our inner man (Ephesians 4:24), we can seemingly only act as far as we can 

think. The cross of Jesus took care of my heart change, but had little impact on what I believed. 

The lies that I brought to the cross I carried with me thereafter. These lies need to be renewed 

with truth. And even when we know the truth intellectually, our experiential lie-based emotional 

pain tends to wield more influence and power. Therefore, our minds need to be renewed "so that 

we might be able to prove [live out] what is the perfect will of God" (Romans 12:2, brackets 

added). This renewal goes beyond our accumulating more knowledge, it requires God's 

intervention to change this intellectual knowledge into experiential knowing. 

 D) God, through the Holy Spirit, is the source and purifier of our faith/belief (Heb. 12:2) 

Only the Holy Spirit can address the experiential lie-based core belief that we harbor. Only He 

can renew our minds at the experiential level. We can fill our minds with intellectual truth, but 

only the Holy Spirit can bring it to life. He is the One who provides the needed truth/perspective. 

Only He can bring about the desired transformation (from believing a lie to believing the truth). 

E) When logical truth is made experiential by the Holy Spirit it becomes faith. Faith is belief 

that we KNOW to be true experientially. This is why the writer of Hebrews declares that "Faith 



is the ASSURANCE (experiential) of things hoped for and the CONVICTION (experiential) of 

things not seen" (Heb. 11:1). This move from intellectual knowing to experiential knowing is 

one of the "checks and balances" used in the Transformation Prayer Ministry model. When the 

lie feels like a lie and the truth feels true we know something has happened. So when our 

emotions change to match the truth mind renewal has occurred that should lead to 

transformation. 

F) Only the truth from the Holy Spirit (mind renewal) will bring about transformation. He 

is unchanging and so is His truth. Therefore, if the "truth" we receive in a ministry session does 

not bring about transformation, then it wasn't from Him, even though it may have indeed been 

the truth. Likewise, if it does bring about transformation, it was from Him, and therefore will not 

violate or contradict scripture. 

G) Only an encounter with the presence of Jesus, through the Holy Spirit, can free us from 

the lies we believe. When God grants new thought, people come to "know the truth" and "come 

to their senses," and thereby "escape the snare of the devil" (II Timothy 2). In TPM sessions, 

people find freedom when they receive the truth from the One who is the Truth (John 16:13). As 

the Lord changes our thinking, and we come to know the truth experientially, the raging swell of 

pain becomes a placid calm. 

H) Performance-based spirituality is not true transformation. Many of us have been 

instructed to simply believe God, stand on the truth, and act contrary to our feelings. The 

problem is that even lost people can deny their feelings, and many do as good as, if not better 

than, many believers. Denial and suppression of emotion is not spiritual; it is merely controlled 

behavior which is the basis for all other world religions. True spirituality comes through 

experiencing God's power in us and being able to act appropriately because of what Jesus has 

done in our lives. We can walk in perfect peace while in chaotic circumstances. But this only 

comes when the lies that we experientially believed have been replaced with God's truth. The 

Apostle Paul said it succinctly when he declared, "I have been crucified with Christ; and it is no 

longer I who live, but Christ lives in me; and the life which I now live in the flesh I live by faith 

in the Son of God, who loved me and gave Himself up for me. (Gal. 2:20) 

 I) Sinful behavior is often a vain attempt to manage our emotional pain. Much of what we 

do as Christians that is often labeled as spiritual is behavior that any lost person could do if he 

would just set his mind to doing it. Transformation is a work of God alone. Many of the sinful 

choices we make are vain attempts to manage our emotional pain. Acting out sinfully is less 

difficult than owning and addressing the reasons for why we are emotionally stirred up. When 

we feel depressed, angry, stressed, fearful, alone, (etc.), we are more apt to eat when not hungry, 

please ourselves with immoral sexual activities, look for entertainment, or find some other 

distraction, rather than attend to the bad feelings. So, as we strive against sinning, we must also 

address the pain factor that often motivates our sinful responses and even why we are even 

drawn to sin. Otherwise, we may remain in an endless loop of trying to control our behavior but 

achieving perpetual failure. Maintaining and abstaining from sin is not necessarily an indication 

of genuine transformation. 



J) Effortless victory and genuine rest can occur when Christ is allowed to live out His life in 

and through us and when His Word experientially resides within us. Every believer can 

experience fully empowered victory through the indwelling presence of Christ while resting 

upon Him in specific areas where mind renewal has taken place. This ongoing victory is different 

from what we may typically see where people are fighting against sin by striving to overcome it 

through controlled behavior. The latter depends on continual effort and the battle can be lost as 

soon as we succumb to temptation. 

K) Mind renewal and transformation is a lifelong process. Total release of all lie-based 

thinking is not possible within our earthly lifetime. This mind-renewal journey will reach 

completion at one of two places: either when we die or when the Lord returns. As Christians we 

understand that salvation occurs at the moment we place our trust and faith in the work of Christ. 

However, there is an ongoing process called sanctification, as the believer is set apart from the 

ways of the world for holiness. This is accomplished through the indwelling Christ and with the 

willful cooperation of the believer. Mind renewal is a part of sanctification, occurring both 

through the accumulation of Bible knowledge and the replacement of lie-based belief by 

receiving the Lord's personalized truth. 

 


